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Abstract—In field of Computer Science and Mathematics, sorting algorithm is an algorithm that puts elements of a list in a certain order i.e. ascending or descending. Sorting is perhaps the most widely studied problem in computer science and is frequently used as a benchmark of a system’s performance. This paper presented the comparative performance study of four sorting algorithms on different platform. For each machine, it is found that the algorithm depends upon the number of elements to be sorted. In addition, as expected, results show that the relative performance of the algorithms differed on the various machines. So, algorithm performance is dependent on data size and there exists impact of hardware also.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sorting algorithms are classified by several criteria such as Computational complexity where worst, average and best number of comparisons for several typical test cases in terms of the size of the list are computed. Stability is based on memory usage and use of other computer resources. The difference between worst case and average behavior, behaviors on practically important data sets. The data sets could be completely sorted, inversely sorted and almost sorted. There many algorithms are available for sorting. Such case requires comparison of algorithms to implement sorting on that data structure so that better one is chosen. The analysis of an algorithm is based on time complexity and space complexity. The amount of memory needed by program to run to completion is referred as space complexity. The amount of time needed by an algorithm to run to completion is referred as time complexity. For an algorithm time complexity and space complexity is based on time complexity and space complexity.

In this paper, a comparative performance evaluation of improved heap sort algorithm is done with three traditional sorting algorithms: heap sort, quick sort, and merge sort. In order to study the interaction between the algorithms and the platform, all the algorithms have been implemented on different platforms for a range of integer data items.

II. SORTING ALGORITHMS

According to Knuth theoretical lower bound for general sorting algorithms is [1]:

\[ \log(n!) = n\log(n) - \theta(n) \]

For the worst-case numbers of comparisons, this lower bound makes sorting by merging, sorting by insertion and binary search very efficient.

Merge Sort follow divide and conquer approach. Merge Sort performs at most n log n – n+1 key comparisons and requires O(n) extra space.

Quick Sort is also a divide and conquer algorithm that is most often implemented using recursion [2]. Quick Sort has worst-case running time of O(n^2) but is typically O(nlogn) and in practice one of the fastest of the comparison based sorting algorithms. Hoare proposed CLEVER-QUICKSORT in worst case still it has O(n^2) comparisons and in average case number of comparisons are reduced to 1.188nlogn-2.255n [3].

HEAPSORT needs 2nlogn comparisons [4-5]. Heap Sort is a divide and conquer algorithm that first orders keys in a binary heap and then reorders the heap into sorted order [6]. Heap Sort is an optimal comparison sort, achieving O(nlogn) performance for any input ordering. It is relatively easy to implement as an in-place and non-recursive sort. In 1990 in proceedings of MFCS90, Wegner proved that Heap sort needs 2nlogn comparisons and upper bound for comparisons in Bottom-up heap sort is 1.5nlogn [7].

In [8] worst case number of comparisons of the algorithm is about 1.5nlogn-0.4n. A variant of Heap sort proposed by Carlson, needs nlog n + (n log log n) comparisons [9]. Wegner showed that McDiarmid and Reed’s variant of Bottom-up heap sort needs nlogn+1.1 n comparisons [10].

A new variant of Heap Sort is modified heap sort algorithm. Basic idea of new algorithm is similar to classical Heap sort algorithm but it builds heap in another way. This new algorithm requires nlogn-0.78828n comparisons for worst-case and nlogn-n comparisons in average case [11] if it uses Gonnet and Munro’s [12] fastest algorithm for building heaps. This algorithm uses only one comparison at each node. With one comparison it can be decided which child of node
contains larger element. This child is directly promoted to its parent position in this way algorithm walks down the path until a leaf is reached.

The McDiarmid and Reed’s Variant of BOTTOM-UP-HEAPSORT algorithm [13] uses, on average about 1.52n comparisons to build a heap.

WEAK HEAPSORT proposed by Dutton [14] uses less than nlogn+0.086013n comparisons. RELAXED-WEAK-HEAPSORT is a WEAK HEAPSORT [15] variant which consumes at most O(nlogn) extra bits and executes exactly nk-2^k+1 comparisons in best worst and average cases if k=⌈log n⌉.

The MacDiarmid and Reed’s variant of BOTTOM-UP-HEAPSORT algorithm [13,16-19] uses, on average, about 1.52n comparisons to build a heap. Reinhard [20] shows that MERGESORT can be designed in place with nlogn –1.3n + O(logn) comparisons in worst case, but practical purpose algorithm is too slow.

III. PERFORMANCE STUDY

In the previous section, complexities of heap sort, quick sort, merge sort and improved heap sort algorithm are discussed. A detailed study to assess the performance of improved heap sort algorithm with respect to the heap, quick and merge sort algorithms on different platforms is conducted. The performance metric in all the experiments is the total execution time taken by the sorting operation. These test beds are:

- Test Bed I: Celeron 2.5 GHz, 512 MB RAM, 40GB HDD, Windows XP Professional with service Pack 2, Microsoft Visual C++ compiler
- Test Bed II: AMD 2800+, 512 MB RAM, 40GB HDD, Windows XP Professional with service Pack 2, Microsoft Visual C++ compiler
- Test Bed III: Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz, 512MB RAM, 80 GB HDD, Windows XP Professional with Service Pack 2, Microsoft Visual C++ compiler
- Test Bed IV: AMD 64 bit, 1.8GHz, 512 MB RAM, 80 GB HDD, Windows XP Service Pack 2, Microsoft Visual C++ compiler
- Test Bed V: Pentium, 1.6 GHz, 1GB RAM, 60 GB HDD, Windows XP Professional Service Pack2, Microsoft Visual C++ compiler

Results of Test Bed II are shown in Table I. It shows the execution times of all the four algorithms for number of data items ranging from 1K to 100K. In Fig. 1, it is observed that modified heap sort algorithm takes less time than other sorting algorithms for data items 100K.

Results of Test Bed III are shown in Table II. It represents the execution times of all the four algorithms for no. of data items ranging from10 to 100K similar as in category I.

Fig. 2 shows that modified heap sort beats all other sorting algorithms in question for higher no of data items.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sorting Algorithm</th>
<th>Number of data item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Heap</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This paper presented the comparative performance study of four sorting algorithms on different platform. For each machine, it is found that the algorithm depends upon the number of elements to be sorted. In addition, as expected, results show that the relative performance of the algorithms differed on the various machines. In category I for large number of data items performance of improved heap sort is better than heap sort. But for small number of data items performance of modified heap sort is similar to other algorithms. But in Category II platform, in case of data size 1K, modified heap sort algorithm performs exceptionally well. It outperforms all other algorithms.
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### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sorting Algorithm</th>
<th>Number of data item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Heap</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>